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INTRODUCTION
This training instruction is a brief guidance for training facilitators of Hin Namno National Protected Area
(NPA) who are identified as Training of Trainer (ToT). The training instruction is not completely itself
unless it is used with the manual on participatory biodiversity monitoring for Hin Namno NPA, also the
Surveys of Wildlife and Interviews for Management (SWIM). The SWIM was developed for collecting
wildlife data, key biodiversity areas of a protected area for zoning design and developing a protected
area management plan (Phiapalath, 2010). The SWIM has only Lao version and that it was successfully
applied for Khounxe Nongma and Pha Thambing Provincial Protected Area.
After the two training events were completed in Khet Dou and Nongping the material particularly the
manual on participatory biodiversity monitoring was improved accordingly. Some part of the theory in
the manual was translated into Lao language for NPA staff to train khet ranger1 team in Kha Nyou and
Lang khang. Three ToTs of Hin Namno NPA with one assistant were able to conduct a training
successfully without backing up. Through the training events and field exercises made help the author
develop this manual more practical and that suits for a participatory biodiversity monitoring context
where local villagers are a key player.
A training package focuses on on-the-job training which we brought together the Hin Namno NPA staff
and Khet Rangers to be in field practice after class. However, some theory on conservation principles
and justification of participatory biodiversity monitoring is provided. The conservation principles and
some convincing messages are important to build ownership of khet rangers. Due to some illiteracy of
khet rangers the training was instructed using some basic visualization technique such as drawing for
brainstorming the trainees. Then, explanation on meaning of the illustration is given. Often, give
examples of their daily life for the topics that are difficult to understand and try to use their local
language as much as necessary. One training event has 9 days in total, of which 3 days in class, 5 days
for fieldwork and 1 day wrap up. Pre and post was conducted for khet Dou and Khet Nongping.
The training uses the manual which was developed specifically for Hin Namno co-management. Briefly,
the training content of Day 1 is about theoretical concept on conservation principles and background of
the protected area system in Lao PDR, principles of participatory biodiversity monitoring including
exercise in using the data forms, marking transects. Day 2 is about basic knowledge in wildlife survey
including village interview techniques for obtaining wildlife information, application of field equipment
especially mapping, GPS and cameras. As well as, safety is provided in the training package as most
important for working in Hin Namno NPA. Then, about reporting, planning, logistic and appointment.
Day 3 is about exercise where sub-teams are identified, assigned tasks for exercising before the field
work. For detail, the class training’s agenda is available in the annex.
The hand-on-training, as long as the trainees have completed their 3-day class they are assigned to
conduct field monitoring practice. There are 2 to 3 sub-teams with each at least 3 NPA staff who have
1

Khet Ranger is a villager who was chosen from the village of particular village cluster (khet) to be a member of
khet monitoring and patrol team. They are considered as local part-time NPA staff working within their village
cluster.
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been trained to facilitate the khet rangers to complete their monitoring work from day to day. Learning
together between NPA staff and khet rangers or among the khet rangers from different villages are
important approach for them to work together as team. For example, 12 khet rangers from 5 villages as
a khet ranger assigned for Khet Dou. They have right to conduct monitoring and patrolling in any village
of their village cluster which is not necessary if it is their village or not.
Finally, the wrap up day is held after the field exercise which the team to make conclusion on their
findings (indicator species and threats). Double checking to complete all data forms for reporting to the
NPA unit, transferred the key findings onto khet logbook, identify key issues and then planning,
budgeting for next step. A total of 15 topics to be conducted for this training package but reporting
writing is excluded for the time being. Also, data processing, analysis, interpretation and how to use the
data for addressing the issues based on findings have not been fully trained. Only MIST database was
conducted for a small group of Hin Namno NPA staff responsible for the database.

PROCEEDINGS
DAY 1
1. Training location and arrangement – simple and easy
The location for training should be arranged in quiet place such as at school or temple. Perhaps, where
possible the training may be held under tree shades. Take it simple and easy, and use local materials as
much as possible. Benches to be arranged in cycle, also to make sure the area where the facilitator to
use is convenient (see Fig. 1). A number of trainees should not be higher than 20.

Figure 1. training location of Khet Dou under tree shade
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2. Training objective – be presented by team leader
The training objective to be given as part of the training introduction to the trainees which the assigned
person to talk briefly on the project, work progress in protected area management and planning, the
design of protected area system in Lao PDR. Outstandingly, the local villagers are included in the
declared protected areas, the co-management where local villagers are a key player is most suitable for
long-term cost effective protected area management. However, the capacity building needs especially
for monitoring and patrolling is essential. That is why this training is important and good initiative.
3. Team building – know to each other
Getting to know each other and to make sure that everyone has to remember name of other trainees
during the first 3 day class training especially NPA staff to always make friendly, help and facilitate to
khet ranger “ villagers”. Introduction to the training team who you are and what you do as this may
start from the team leader, then staff and villagers. A pair of staff and village trainees to be working face
to face through the training session by understanding the background of each other. Nevertheless, if
lower number of staff it needs to assign one staff responsible for a few kher rangers or a sub-group of
them to make sure that they follow the lessons.
4. Pre-assessment – what level of trainees’ knowledge prior to the training
In principle, some sort of a training needs to conduct a pre and post assessment as to measure
knowledge level of the trainees prior and after the training. A series of questions and score ranges from
1-5 (lowest to highest) which each trainee to tick his score for each question appropriately. The preassessment to be done prior to the training taking place and the post assessment to be done after wrap
up or later stage after the trainees do exercise for a while. Knowledge of the trainees will be shown in
percentage. More detail, the questions for the assessment are given in annex.
5. Overview of monitoring – what about and why we need monitoring
To start up, indeed for a training facilitator needs to capture lessons from the manual on participatory
biodiversity monitoring in Hin Namno NPA as much as possible. All relevant lessons, theories of the
manual are to be extracted and spoken out to the trainees. Use example of monitoring that we use to in
our daily life.
Let the trainees to give example of monitoring in their life – at least 3 trainees to have some ideas before
telling them more details.
This to be clear from beginning about the monitoring, why we need monitoring, what this work is
important, how it works and results of the monitoring or patrolling can feed to what for adaptive
management.
Also, results of the monitoring can reflect whether the protected area management interventions have
made a success or failure.
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6. Basic knowledge in conservation principle – what it is about
It is really important for a training facilitator to gain good knowledge in conservation principles. There
are several key components to be instructed in this section including biodiversity, ecosystem or wildlife
ecology, issues of biodiversity loss, conservation and the needs, who to do what at village level for
conservation.
The contents of these are available in the manual which the facilitator to use for elaborating his
explanation. For each it needs to give a definition first then……..
Let the trainees to think what is biodiversity about, can they list or illustrate it. Every point it needs the
trainees to participate, use also a drawing. For example, wildlife ecology which the facilitator to
brainstorm the trainees to draw a large fig tree and let them tell which part of the tree is used by which
animal. Then, let them explain what it tells about and supposed some species extinct what will happen
with other species within its ecosystem and finally their livelihoods (see Fig. 2).
Facilitator needs to brainstorm the trainees from point to point before giving explanation to them. Their
ideas may or may not be correct does not matter. But, further questions for them are needed as to drive
them to the point by facilitator is important to bring the trainees in the question.
As long as the facilitator provides the trainees with this set of knowledge will not only help them
understand but also increase their conservation awareness. This can be part of outreach activity for khet
rangers to start building their awareness, ownership and capacity. All lessons are available in the manual
that the facilitator to instruct step by stem logically.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a fig tree and associated animals
7. Monitoring and patrolling – what they are different
After the trainees understand basic conservation principles the training will move to the monitoring and
patrolling section which details of these will be given. This section mainly provides what are the
monitoring and patrolling, what do they differ. Although a monitoring is including patrolling but this
intention is to distinguish the two themes.
The monitoring will talk about transect design, fixed transects, indicator species, sampling for
monitoring, principles and techniques of monitoring but the patrolling will talk about patrol sector and
design, patrol techniques and skills. At Hin Namno NPA, the wildlife species are potential to detect
during patrols is given. This wildlife group we call as target species. So the target species has about 15
species in Hin Namno but include indicator species. For Hin Namno NPA we have 5 indicator species
(Douc Langur, Black Langur , Great Hornbill, Gibbon and Sambar). Apart from that other several patrol
methods are given briefly such as monitoring in ecological sensitive site, photo point, logbook etc.
Introduce the monitoring forms, exercise how to use those forms by working in group or pair between
villager and staff (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. NPA staff doing an exercise with khet rangers
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Summary of the day 1 is to wrap up the key lessons were conducted of the day and give some
assignment for the trainees to prepare for next day on wildlife ecology. The day 2 will talk about basic
wildlife surveys and basic skills of field surveys. Knowledge in wildlife ecology is most important for
surveyors to learn.

DAY 2
Review of the day 1 – what were key lessons delivered yesterday
Before moving to next section the facilitator needs to review some key lessons which were delivered in
last day for the trainees. Try to ask some trainees if they remember some lessons or if that they may
have any question to clarify.
8. Basic knowledge in wildlife surveys – need to understand about wildlife ecology
8.1 Wildlife ecology
Basic knowledge in wildlife surveys firstly requires understanding about wildlife ecology. It is much
about where do they live, active time, type of calling etc. This knowledge will help the surveyors to
design where potential habitats of the interested target survey species to be conducted.
To start this section with making in a pair, it would be good if we can make a pair of staff and a villager.
Each pair has to identify one of the target wildlife species (see the manual). The facilitator has to tell
them what there the target species are as that they can pick up one. Each pair is to describe about the
species that they selected. The descriptions include species morphology to ecology including its sound or
call, and how to detect the species in the wild. Working together between staff and villager as the
villager who may know better in wildlife which so the staff to investigate him and jot down all.
Each pair has to present ecology of their identified target animal to the trainees (see Fig. 4). They may
draw the animal, demonstrate what does it behave and call. All pairs, there may be 10 pairs for 10
animals to present on their animals and that they can learn from each other. This exercise is very
important for new or young staff who has never heard any target species’ calls. Some staff who was
born in a city find hard to detect animal through calling evidence so the staff have to learn from khet
rangers while khet rangers must learn from staff on data form and field equipment.
If the number of trainees is low, it needs to identify one trainee for one target animal but that he may
ask other people about his animal ecology as to complete his species description as much as possible.
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Long-tailed macaque???
Long-tailed macaque???
Assamese macaque

White-cheeked gibbon

Pig-tailed macaque

Rhesus macaque

Figure 4. Primates in Hin Namno NPA

8.2 Wildlife survey technique, interview and planning
This is not really important for NPA staff and khet rangers since they will not plan for wildlife survey
themselves, also village interviews and other field planning. Some details of this section are given in the
manual on participatory biodiversity monitoring in Hin Namno NPA.
8.3 Wildlife identification
Identifying wildlife from direct sight, animal calls/song and other evidence especially of those 15 target
species will be no problem for khet rangers but it is likely problem for young staff. However, wildlife
identification in this context apart from specific species identification it is also necessary to identify
species by group or taxa which is dependent on purpose of the survey. Following the previous training
section which the trainees were assigned to describe the morphology and ecology of those target
species will help a lot how to identify the target species in the field.
See examples of various animal tracks, dropping from field guides (Mammal to Lao PDR) or also available
in the SWIM manual.
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This, the facilitator may ask the trainees to draw some animal tracks that might be difficult to distinguish
in the field such as among gaur, banteng and sambar or among tiger, cat species and dog or civet (see
Fig 5). Also, dropping of civets and cat species to be clearly identifiable.
Engaging more field survey the trainees especially NPA staff can learn more and that their capacity in
species identification can be improved accordingly.

Figure 5. Cat species’ tracks and civet’s droppings

9. Using basic field equipment and tools – GPS, map, compass, binoculars and cameras
The field equipment that the trainees have to learn how to use Geographic Positioning System (GPS),
map reading, compass, binoculars and cameras.

Before talking about GPS they have to understand about the globe and coordinate position on it.
The facilitator has to draw the globe with altitudes and longitudes, mark degrees of the latitude from
equation to north and to south, degrees of longitude from east to west (see Fig. 6). Understanding the
position of the latitude from equation to the north is important for them to understand the change in
forest type distribution by latitude. It is also to tell them where Laos is, what latitude and longitude and
what its range of globally forest classification (tropical forest).
This basic knowledge is important for them especially staff to obtain.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the globe showing latitudes and longitudes

9.1 Understanding some basic functions of GPS
Since all function of GPS is in English most khet rangers find difficult to use it. However, in class they
have to learn and be familiar with a GPS by drawing with completing all function positions (see Fig. 7).
Then, the facilitator to write in Lao language on all function positions.
Let the trainees to draw the GPS that will be used for monitoring.
Try to facilitate the trainees to start with turning the GPS off and on, check satellite before marking it,
use enter bottom for marking waypoints. More exercise as to master it is needed.
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Figure 7. GPS showing various functions

9.2 Map reading
To start with drawing a map and provide some key elements of the map such as latitude and longitude,
lipda (minute). In the bottom left corner of the map is important for them to start map reading, on the
edge of the map which they can see a small block being called lipda. They can read coordinates from
there and count upward or to right ward (see the map below).
The trainees to understand all elements on the topo map which the facilitator to draw examples of
various stands or shapes which they can find on the map. Most importantly is to read contours and any
information on the map by showing them one by one or working in group to make sure everyone getting
some understanding.
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9.2 Binoculars and cameras
Let them know from beginning that any digital
equipment especially cameras to be well protected
from dropping and getting wet. Functions and
handling of binoculars and cameras to be instructed
but they can master better when they have tried
them for several times. However, important lesson to
teach them how to have good shots. They have to
know how to get good pictures both complete and
specific focus of interest from various angles. They
have to take several shots for important evidences as that they can select best one when they shortlist
the photos at the office.
The photos are generally interesting to take from monitoring and patrolling trips will be any evidence of
wildlife and threats. Apart from that it includes forest landscape and habitats, also their activities.
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Therefore, let them try to use and try to shoot some, check and give more advice is needed. The note
that at the field they have to save their camera battery power to make sure that it will not run out
before the field completion. They should not shoot or review your photos in the field if not necessary.

9.2 Exercise how to the equipment and tools
Not only GPS, map reading and using compass that the trainees to exercise but also camera and video
cameras. Working in groups by identifying team leader to support the group step by step based on the
lessons given in a class. The facilitator to provide with about 6 coordinates which he can find some the
map (see Fig. 8).
Firstly, let them go out to record some waypoints, try one by one to make sure they are all capable. Then,
let them to read those coordinates on the map, try one by one again as to make sure they are all
capable. The trainees will be also asked to find how to find the coordinates that gave by facilitator. Other
exercises on this including how to upload waypoints onto GPS, how to find locations that were uploaded
by using compass in the GPS to help.
They can exercise themselves to even change unit from Coordinate to UTM system or vice versa. It is
noted that if the trainees do not use it for a few months they would find some difficult to use.

Figure 8. Exercise in using GPS and map reading

10. Safety in the field
Safety is important for working in Hin Namno NPA starting from walking through rocky areas, preventing
from pit snakes, living in caves and crossing a strong current river in wet season, as well as living in
forest (see Fig. 9).
Let village rangers to raise what do they think the safety for survey team to be aware and how to
prevent it.
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However, the facilitator to elaborate which is given in the manual. For example, wherever to a camp
need to ensure free pit snakes. It is quite many small pit snakes in any locations of Kouan Nong area.

Figure 9. Rocky footpaths and crossing a river

11. Reporting and planning for fieldwork
Field report for khet ranger team should be, reported on only key findings. Simple Examples and given
format for field reporting and planning for next step is available for the trainees to exercise (see Annex).
The trainees have to work in team and try to understand how to prepare a one-page report and also onepage plan especially for khet rangers. Exercise was made together between NPA and khet rangers (see
Fig. 10). The field report to be prepared by staff will include more details and enclosed with datasheet.

Figure 10. Staff assisting khet ranger in preparing field plan
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Summary of the day 2 is to wrap up the key lessons were conducted of the day and give some
assignment for the trainees to prepare for next day on transect walk and data forms. The day 3 will
exercise how to do real monitoring and patrolling which each team member has to have different roles.

DAY 3
Review the lessons of the day 2
Before moving to the day 3 session the facilitator needs to review on key lessons delivered in previous
day and to be used for real monitoring and patrolling especially techniques, principles and data forms.
12. Preparing for transect walks and using data forms
The facilitator will explain what exercise to be done in the morning. The trainee group will be split into
sub-groups, may be 3 groups which is dependent on how many participants and how many team it
needs to be arranged and for which area. Usually, there will be 5-6 persons per team so about 3 subteams should be identified and each team they have to identify team leader. Also, to check for balance
staff with good skills for each team because he can help if any problem.
Refreshing the trainees on principles and techniques of monitoring in transects regarding walking speed,
observation, animal identification and data records.
Let the trainees to organize themselves, they have to assign who to do what and what to do. For
example, who to use binoculars, GPS and data form.
In the team time, the facilitator has to draw target animals and evidence of wildlife that are possible to
detect in the field. All illustrations will be taped on trees or fences or even on the trail as the trainers will
walk through and that they may detect. Some illustration is small so the trainees to use a binoculars to
spot it (see Fig. 11).
12.1

Exercise in transect walk, using forms, evidence identification and data recording

When each sub-team is ready and know-how, they have to start walking along the marked transect.
They are not allowed to leave from the transect line but they to follow the rules how to observe and
working in team. They have to be quiet and not take time for each point so they have to check their
time.
Start walking, let the first sub-team then following sub-teams to complete their transects within
appropriate time.
After the each sub-team complete they have to summarize the findings and make a presentation to see
if they found the same thing or not. From the exercise it shows some level of their abilities and that be
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important lessons for them when they are really in field practice (see Fig. 12). Therefore, the facilitator
to make comments on what the correction and what mistakes for further improvement.

Figure 11. Illustration of douc langur for the trainees to spot using binoculars.

12.2

Field arrangement and planning for wrap up

The sub-team is set and that they have to work together for field survey routes as where to start and
end, to take how many days and where to camp so khet rangers can provide comments on this. Then,
they can prepare how much food and kg of rice are needed is dependent on a number of participants
and number of days are planned.
Field practice, each sub-team will be separated to different destination.
Also, they have be aware what sort of data to be present in the wrap up day after the field work. They
have to present in group and individual of all target animals detected during the monitoring.
13. Shopping and making an appointment
After the sub-team agreed what to buy, a few people might be assigned for shopping for fieldwork
based on the sub-team agreement and they might make appointment for leaving for fieldwork at where
and what time.
Making appointment for meeting the team must set time and follow the time strictly.
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14. Practice in the field (5 days)
A five-day field work is that they have to do 3 full-field working day and other 2 days for travels.
However, they have to record if any evidence is found during the travel day when entering the NPA. The
staff has to facilitate khet ranger to do the work.
Field exercise (see Fig. 12)
They have to summarize their work every late afternoon after the transect completion.

Figure 12. Khet ranger working and daily data summary.

15. Wrap up and next trip planning
The wrap up day has to organize for every trip as to make report on findings to each other and complete
the datasheet, also making a one page report, khet logbook and planning for next trip.
Each sub-team to work together and to present on their findings.
Lessons learned of the trip to be discussed and find way how to make it better. Make sure data set are
copied into khet logbook, the team leader, especially staff to keep all data forms, photos etc. In addition,
it needs to check whether equipment is returned or not. Important note, phone numbers of khet
rangers or village chief to be saved for just in case it needs to contact for some clarification on the data
or make an appointment.
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Figure 13. Examples of wildlife encounters

In conclusion, this brief manual was developed for Hin Namno NPA staff but it may not be useful for
other protected areas. The person who is interested to use this manual should have been trained since it
is not complete in itself so to use this brief manual has to go with the manual on participatory
biodiversity monitoring in Hin Namno NPA and SWIM manual.
Although about 12 staff were trained on participatory biodiversity monitoring only 3 staff were assigned
as trainer who are able to train other khet ranger team and to refresh the monitoring team.

Annexes
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Training Agenda
Role Plays
Pre & Post assessment form
Equipment
Manual on participatory biodiversity monitoring in Hin Namno NPA (not enclosed)
Survey of wildlife and Interview for Management (SWIM) – Lao version (not enclosed)
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Annexes
A. TRAINING AGENDA
Day 1
Time
8.00
8.20
8.40
9.00
9.20
10.30
11.45
12.00
13.30

14.30
14.45
15.00

16.30
Day 2
Time
8.00
8.20

10.00
10.20

Items
Training objective
Team building – know to each other
Pre-assessment
Overview of monitoring and patrolling
Basic knowledge in conservation principle
- Biodiversity, ecosystem, wildlife
Coffee break and Role play
Basic knowledge in conservation principle (con’t)
- Biodiversity loss and consequent impacts
Lunch
Basic knowledge in conservation principle (con’t)
- The importance of and conservation planning, protected area management
- Tasks and responsibilities of village council
Monitoring and patrolling
Coffee break and Role play
Monitoring and patrolling
- What is an indicator species and how it is important?
- Sampling for monitoring
- Monitoring principles
- Zoning for patrolling
- Various monitoring techniques
- Forms for monitoring
-

Summary of the day 1

Items
- Review of the day 1
Basic knowledge in wildlife surveys
- Understanding of the wildlife “ecology”
- Wildlife survey technique
- Wildlife interviews
- Planning and surveys
- Wildlife identification
- Data records and judgment
Coffee break and Role play
Using basic field equipment/tools
- Using GPS
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12.00
13.30
15.00
15.15
15.30
16.00
16.30

- Map reading
Lunch
Using basic field equipment (con’t)
- Exercise how to the tools
Coffee break and role play
Safety in the field
Reporting and planning for fieldwork
Exercise in budget planning and reporting
Summary of the day 2

Day 3
Time
8.30
9.00
9.30
10.00
10.15
12.00
13.30
14.00

Items
- Review the lessons of the day 2
Technique of transect walks and using data forms
Planning for real patrol and group, group members and leader
Coffee break and Role play
Planning for real patrol and group, group members and leader
Lunch
Field arrangement (food, cooking, water, camping)
Shopping and team appointment for fieldwork in following day

B. ROLE PLAYS
Any role plays that help the trainees active and entertained are encouraged to use which is necessary to
organize after coffee break of both morning and afternoon. However, the role plays should not take
time, make refreshable and should tell some meaning relevant to the lessons being taught such as
chasing for a chair, sitting knees, gossip, massage etc.
Chasing for a chair – monitoring skills
There may be 6 chairs to be arranged in cycle back to back while one person is assigned to sing a song
“Lam vong”, and identify 6 trainees to sit on the chairs.
When the song starts everyone has to move from and walk around the chairs. The facilitator has to
remove one of the chairs away so when the song stops everyone has to find place to sit. One of the
trainees will have no chair and he has to be out of the games. Restart singing and walking around the
chairs again and stop again. Following the same till only two trainees remain to chase for one chair.
This the person who sings the song can stop singing at any time. If anyone has not monitored the chairs
he or she cannot find the chair to sit. Therefore, while walking it is a need to monitor the chairs. The
game is about monitoring so if anyone pays attention he or she will succeed.
Sitting knees – components of ecosystem
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There may be 10 trainees to hold shoulder each other and make in cycle line. Each person may be
named in animal name such as tiger, pig, gibbon etc. The front person has to sit the knees of the back
person connectively but each person should not sit properly as he or she just to lean another
accordingly. Check if they are in right position and then remove one person from the line, then second
and third from the line. The remaining persons have to stay in the same position and let them be there
for a while. Then, asking them a question if they can be that position longer (see Fig. below).
This game tells that within an ecosystem there are many wild animals so when one or more wild animals
are lost in the area that ecosystem will be suspended and likely no longer at last (see Fig. 15).
Gossip – communication skills
All trainees will be arranged in two lines and each line may have at least 6 persons. The facilitator may
write anything in one sentence. For example, Ban Thongxam saw 6 Vietnamese poachers cutting
Maimoun (ebony) in Paxong, two of them were women but they escaped when they found us. The first
person of the line has to read it properly and then tell the person next to you and that person to tell
next person one by one. The last person has to write it whatever he or she is told (see Fig. 15).
Often, the meaning of the text that the first person and the last person received is different. This games
helps the trainees understand that just to hear from single source of information is not reliable because
the story is told from mouth to mouth may change. Therefore, cross check is needed for data collection.
Massage - building team work
All trainees will be arranged in line with holding shoulders each other. They have to do a massage for the
person who you are holding his shoulders by squeezing the shoulders and beating his back up and down
(see Fig. 14). Returning backward which the person who you did a massage will be his turn for you.
This games is easy and can make the trainees refreshable.
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Figure 14. Massage, trainees are holding shoulders each other

Figure 15. Gossiping and sitting knees
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C. PRE AND POST ASSESSMENT FORM
1. Basic knowledge of conservation
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

topics
What is biodiversity? can you explain about it?
What is ecosystem? can you explain about it?
What are the roles of black langur and douc langur in an ecosystem?
What are the impacts of biodiversity loss?
What is conservation, please give a definition?
How do you plan for conservation? Why does it need a TPZ?
What is the importance of a protected area?
How to plan for protected area management?
What is a co-management? why is it necessary?
What are tasks of villagers for protected area management?

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

2. Monitoring
No
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10

topics
What is a monitoring?, how to do?
What is a patrolling?, how to do?
Why do it need monitoring and patrolling?
What is an indicator species? and its meaning?
Why do it need to do sampling?, the frequency per year?
What are principles for implementing monitoring and patrolling?
Why does it need to define patrol sectors?
What are other monitoring and patrolling methods?
How do you be able to use data forms?

3. Basic techniques of wildlife surveys
No
1
2
3
4
5

topics
What should we basically know for good wildlife survey planning?
What is the purpose of wildlife surveys? and what to know?
How does bat survey to be done? and where to survey?
What is the difference between wildlife survey and patrolling?
What is your ability in identifying wildlife evidences?

4. Application of field equipment
No
1
2
3

topics
What is your level of ability in using GPS?
What is your level of ability in map reading?
What is your level of ability in loading GPS data?

5. Field preparation and practice
No
1
2
3

topics
What is your level of ability in fieldwork planning and budgeting?
What is your level of ability in field safety?
What is your level ability for working in team?

Remarks: please put a score of your ability for each question appropriately. The score ranges from 1-5 (lowest to highest)
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D. EQUIPMENT
§
§
§
§

Clip board, large white papers, markers, tapes, manuals, field guides, notebooks, pens, pencil
GPS (5 units), topo maps (10 sets), batteries,
Data forms, example for exercise, drawing of animal tracks or dropping
Field clothes and bagpacks, cameras, all other necessary for fieldwork which are unable to find
in a village such as jungle sprays, dozen size plastic bags.
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